Introduction:
This session was framed around three key questions/objectives. The session included both faculty, graduate students, and undergraduates (including two who had never taken intro WS.)

• What are the advantages and disadvantages to the main ways of teaching Introduction to WS (global as a topic covered among many others such as women and work versus global perspectives infused throughout the course)?
• How would we make a module/unit for a course using these materials?
• What would a reading list for such a course include?

What are the advantages and disadvantages to the main ways of teaching Introduction to WS (global as a topic covered among many others such as women and work versus global perspectives infused throughout the course)?

• Items that came up in this discussion included the difference between “transnational” (as is in the title of Grewal/Kaplan’s Introduction to Women’s Studies textbook) and “global feminisms,” on which this project focuses.
• How can we ensure that if only one interview clip from China, India or Poland is used, that does not become representative of all Chinese, Indian or Polish feminists? A module could contain clips from one site that show a range of opinions about an issue or it could contain multiple clips on the same theme from different sites.
• One professor noted that use of these materials might be different at her University where student’s primary language is not English. Global in that context might actually mean discussing Western thought in a particular week but not centering it. Their course uses the Beijing Action Platform as a starting point to compare how far women have come on the particular points.

How would we make a module/unit for a course using these materials?

• After reading five transcript portions that addressed the question of defining feminism, we discussed that various themes we found: myths about feminism, marginalization of feminism, personal is political but feminisms is larger than any one woman but about future generations.
• Due to the provocative issues discussed in even these few portions, we agreed that it could help spark conversation or at least get students started on thinking about complexity within a particular debate.
• An exercise viewing or reading different interviews could also give more depth to their understanding of other locations. Students may recognize that US is a diverse multicultural location, but assume that other countries do not have such diversity of thought.
• An advantage to bringing in some of these clips is also to show students, who often already have ideas about what feminism is, would be that they could see that it is not
just a US idea—that women around the world find it useful “so maybe it isn’t so
crazy.”

• We also discussed the idea of reusing the same clip(s) at different points in the term
to see how students can apply what they have read since the previous viewing to
look at the clip differently.

• Using the Beijing Platform in comparison with other documents such as NOW
Mission statement could lead to discussion about how the document was created
including the lack of explicit reference to sexuality. The history behind those tensions
also allows for discussion of sexuality in university settings where the topic may not
be as easy to include as in the US(or Intro WS). Also, setting up a course in the US
around the platform and only sometimes bring in US-based documents would be an
interesting turn in a way to teach the course.

• A DVD module would include
  o Clips around a certain theme
  o Transcripts from the clips
  o Bibliography
  o Suggested activities using those specific clips (writing exercises, group work)

Other possible ways to think of the materials:

• Partnering with textbook authors to incorporate the interviews
• Creating a new textbook
• Pedagogy page on GFP website with specific exercises

Initial reading list (compiled from Elizabeth Cole and workshop members’ suggestions)
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